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O'Brien studies the origins of the "moron"
The study of human disability has taken
on a broad meaning in recent years, but
its significance in history – as both a
health and political issue – is undeniable. Someone who has been looking at
this subject is Gerald O’Brien, a professor in the department of social work at
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville.
Born in Hazelwood, Mo., O’Brien obtained
his bachelor ’s and master ’s degrees
in social work from the University of
Missouri and his doctorate in social work
from the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign. O’Brien is particularly interested in social justice and in looking at
how people with disabilities have been
treated over time. He recently published
a book titled, “Framing the Moron: The
Social Construction of Feeble-Mindedness
in the American Eugenic Era.”
“Eugenics is controlled human breeding,” O’Brien explained. “It relates to any
public policy that fosters demographics in
one way or another, especially by either
encouraging ‘fit members of society’ to
breed or discouraging ‘unfit persons’ from
reproducing. Obviously people think of
eugenics in terms of the Nazi programs,
but we (Americans) were very involved
in it.”
After the rediscovery of Gregor Mendel’s
law of heredity in 1900, the eugenics movement took on the utopian dream of making
better societies by controlling human breeding via laws and policies. Although the
Nazis took this idea to its worst extreme,
American society began implementing laws
that led to the sterilization of tens of thousands of people classified as “morons.”
“We couldn’t really do anything, nobody
could do anything internationally against
these sterilization policies because we were
doing the same thing and another nations
were too,” O’Brien said. “The problem
with the term moron, coined in 1910 by a
eugenicist named Henry Goddard, is that
it was created specifically to kind of pull
out that group of individuals who were
presumably feeble-minded.”
The problem not only involved the obvious moral issue of forced sterilization, but
also that the measure of intelligence used
was scientifically flawed because of the use
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Dr. Gerald O’Brien, center, with some of his students of Social Work.
of culturally biased IQ tests.
“When the Immigration Act was passed,
one of the rationales was that very large
percentages of immigrants were ‘morons’
and these classifications were based on a
very culturally specific test,” O’Brien said.
“These folks had lived in rural populations and non-Western societies in many
cases, and were being asked questions
about United States’ products and cultural
issues.” But there was a social component
to these laws.
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The Porto fight was shown online, at Invictafc.
com, for $9.95. Invicta hopes to televise future bouts,
and their hope is that some will wind up in syndication.
In a sport with as much raw aggression as mixed
martial arts, what attraction is there for a 5’4’’
woman?
Nothing about her upbringing in Edwardsville
seems to presage a career in fighting.
Certainly Honchak was active.
She loved horseback riding. She loved scuba diving and camping. In college, she entered bike races
and running events, and she was into mountain biking and snowboarding.
She grew up on East Lake Drive, near Dunlap
Lake, with parents who were passionate scuba divers. They managed to instill that love into her and
her sister, Tammy. The house had a pool and Jan
recalls that her husband, who got his diving certification in Hawaii, sometimes donned scuba gear and
descended to clean up the bottom.
By age 12 the sisters had earned their diving certificates.
“If you’re that kind of person, it’s just a phenomenal, beautiful sport. It's very cool,” says Jurkus,
who is an RNFA - a Registered Nurse First Assistant
- at Gateway Medical Center, in Granite City.
Honchak attended St. Mary’s School, then went
to Leclaire, Edwardsville Middle School and finally
to Edwardsville High School, where she graduated
in 1997. While working at a dive shop in the area,
she met her husband-to-be, Tim. Later Honchak
earned an associates degree from Lewis & Clark
Community College, and Tim graduated from SIUE
with a degree in biology.
For the next decade the couple lived away from
Edwardsville. While at Arizona State University,
Honchak earned a bachelor ’s degree in molecular
cellular biology. When they moved to Flagstaff, she
earned a master ’s degree in ecology and genetics.
On their return, they began living in High Ridge,
Mo. Barb worked at a lab in Washington University,
studying photosynthesis. Tim, who went on to earn
a master ’s degree in nursing, began taking Brazilian
jiu-jitsu classes at Steve Berger ’s Fit or Fight gym in
Valley Park. One day when he was injured, he asked
Berger if Barb could step in and finish his classes.
“I’d never been in a fight in my life, so I was kind
of curious if I could,” Honchak says. “I kind of took
it as a ‘Why not?’ But I was terrified.”
After she’d had six months of training, a promoter
asked Berger if Honchak was interested in participating in an amateur fight. It was a week before her wedding, but Honchak said yes. And she told no one.
“I got poked in the eye by the girl in the first
round and I had this big red mark,” Honchak said.
She was able to fend off her mom’s questions about
it until after the wedding. Jurkus says she’ll always
remember the moment.
“We were just walking down the street and she
told me about it, and I just cried,” she said. “I was
like ‘What did I do to make you want to get in a cage
and get beat up?' It was just horrible.”
Soon Tim was offered a job as a nurse anesthetist at OSF St. Mary Medical Centre, in Galesburg.
By the end of 2011, Barb had quit the Washington
University job and they had moved up to Quad
Cities. She began training at a neighborhood gym
in Bettendorf under legendary MMA trainer Pat
Miletich.
MMA is a full-contact sport that allows for striking and grappling. Any form of martial arts can be
utilized though the most common are boxing, wrestling, judo, karate, Brazilian jiu-jitsu, muay thai and
Dutch thai. Traditionally it has been the province
of men but on a very limited basis female professional MMA has been around as long as the men’s.
Honchak says women are still a decade or so behind

“Those policies to a large extent tried
to diminish the breeding among povertystricken populations,” O’Brien said. “To a
large extent we view them as intelligencebased, but they are really poverty-based.
One of the reasons that people eventually
turned away from the eugenics movement
in the U.S. is because it became quite obvious that it was a movement against the
poor classes.” There were those, according
to O’Brien, who proposed eugenic practices in a different direction, the so-called

the men.
Media coverage has always lagged for the
women.
A few female MMA competitions were documented in Japan in the 1990s, but for several years after
that in the U.S. there was almost no mainstream
media coverage for women. In the 2000s, it garnered
some media coverage when organizations such as
Strikeforce and Shark Fights invited women to compete. One of the first major female MMA fights took
place in San Jose in 2006. But in recent years, female
MMA fighting has begun to catch on.
By February of 2012, Honchak had had nine amateur fights and seven pro fights. Despite the fact that
he had retired two years earlier, Miletich decided to
continue to help Honchak train.
“I’d like to help every fighter,” said Miletich in an
April 2013 interview for sportsillustrated.com, “but
the ones that I see that are extremely dedicated or
working so hard that it’s impossible to ignore them,
those are the ones that you just have to help. Barb’s
one of those fighters.”
Honchak acknowledges that early in her career
she was terrified to enter the cage. She has managed
to overcome that, and today all that’s left is nerves.
And anxiety. Her fear of being hurt is gone. The
only real fear now is that she gives a poor performance and lets people down who have helped her
get where she is today. The goal now is to represent
her gym well, represent her trainers and coaches
well, she says. “You become like family with these
people,” she says. “It’s blood, sweat and tears. It
really is. I’ve bled on them, sweated on them, and
I’ve cried on them.”
Today Jan Jurkus goes to all her daughter ’s fights.
On April 5, she showed up to Ameristar Casino and
began taking pictures before the Porto fight, the
way mothers do. With her was her other daughter,
Tammy Bauer. A few years ago, Bauer quit a promising career with Master Card to open a Tai Kwon Do
school in Hamel known as Blue Wave of Madison
County. She offers fitness boot camps and teaches
Tai Kwon Do to adults and children.
It was Honchak who, before she had begun training for MMA, encouraged her sister to get back into
shape by agreeing to return to race with her in an
MS 150 bike race. Tammy was able to finish, and
since then she has participated in a half triathlon.
Before the Porto fight, Jurkus walked the runway
with her camera, jostling for the best photo spot.
When a spectator found out she was Honchak’s
mom, he let her sit ring side for the bout.
“When she came out she was waving at me,”
Jurkus recalled with pride. “The whole time she was
fighting I was like biting both fists.”
As he does with all of her fights, Tim stayed in her
corner throughout. The rules were modified to allow
for five five-minute rounds, two rounds more than
usual. That was nerve-racking, Jurkus says.
Porto, of Sao Paulo, is a Brazilian jiu-jitsu black
belt. But the match turned out to be primarily a
striking battle with Honchak winning a unanimous
decision to become the first Invicta FC flyweight
champion in history.
Honchak was in the dressing room afterward
when a security guard approached to say that there
was a man waiting at the back door carrying a bag of
t-shirts. Honchak discovered it was Patrick Ahrens,
whom Honchak hadn’t seen since they graduated
from EHS.
Ahrens owns a printing shop in the area and he
had printed up several shirts of her for the fight.
Though she is 33, Honchak has no plans to quit
fighting professionally any time soon. She’s had
minor cuts and bruises, of course, but has managed
to steer clear of serious injuries. When it comes
down to it, MMA fighting is an art, she says, and
MMA fighters are artists. “I think most painters
don’t feel their painting is ever finished,” she said.
“That’s how you feel with martial arts. I have a
world title, but I still look at myself as very amateur.
I still have a lot to learn, and there are so many arts.
There is always something to learn, always something to try.”

“positive eugenics.”
“An example of that was Alexander
Graham Bell,” O’Brien said. “Bell was an
important early eugenicist. His wife was
deaf and one of the things that Bell argued
was that individuals who were deaf should
marry hearing persons because hearing
was basically the dominant gene and
would take over. He was very opposed to
segregation of individuals who were deaf
into separate institutions. He said that if
deaf individuals married deaf individuals,
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In fact, Jones had the surreal experience of becoming a case
study to a group of residents at
SLU. He was shown to the residents as an example of someone
who came out of near kidney failure without surgery.
Jones and his family were
relieved when his body bounced
back. Soon enough, he was released
from the hospital and went to his
parents’ home in Duke, Mo., to
recover. But one thing did not
heal; his worry for Ben. “During
that entire time, Ben was gone. I
didn’t know where he was. Then
my mom got in contact with the
Glen Carbon Police Department.”
That’s how Jamie Foster got
involved. She’s an animal control
officer with the department. She
had already heard about the crash
from officers who responded to
the scene. She remembered that
this was the young man who was
found holding a cat collar.
“It just touched me that he still
had a hold of that collar and he
was worried about the cat when
he’s in serious condition,” Foster
says. “I’m an animal lover myself,
and I kept thinking, it’s worse
wondering if the cat is hurt or
starving or freezing than it is even
knowing it was dead.” She was
determined to do all in her power
to find Ben. They speculated the
panicked cat might have run into
the wooded area near Glenwood
Estates, so Foster put flyers up in
that area with Ben’s picture.
Jones and Foster both had hope
that Ben was still alive because,
prior to his adoption, he had been
a feral cat. He was no stranger to
solitude and survival. But Jones
didn’t want his pet going back to
that dangerous, lonely life. Not
when he’d been so happy as a
house cat.
Jones recalls how desperately
Ben wanted love when he was living at the animal shelter. The large
gray tabby was skittish of shelter workers, but something about
Jones won his trust. When Jones
took the notoriously standoffish
cat out of his cage, Ben eventually began purring, then resisted
being put away again. “This cat
just wants someone to love him,”
Jones said to himself, and decided
to take Ben home. Before long, Ben
was sleeping at the foot of his bed
and waiting by the door for Jones
to come home.
These memories made it hard to
give up on Ben and let go. So Jones
and Foster put out the word to
the Glen Carbon community and
hoped for good news.
Around that time, another local
resident was getting news about
her cat, but her news was decidedly bad. On the morning of April 8,
Glenwood Estates resident Alecia
Yancik prepared to say goodbye to
her 19-year-old cat Bodger, whose

they would have deaf children.”
With today’s advances in genetics come
new issues, such as the possibility of producing “boutique babies” modeled on their
parents’ wishes.
“Many people argue that this is not
eugenics in the historical sense because
these are individual decisions that parents
may make,” O’Brien said. “They are not
government decisions that you are being
imposed with. One of the problems from
the disability standpoint is that there are
valid concerns that if individuals are pressured to, say, abort children that may be
disabled with Down syndrome, then that’s
problematic. One issue is that those cultural pressures are very similar to government pressures.” When O’Brien presents
these complex issues to his students he
said that he oftentimes gets conflicting
reactions.
“I try to give free reign to various opinions,” he said. “I understand that different
people have different perspectives. I think
that for me, the discussion is what’s most
important in terms of getting back to the
genetic technologies and the possibility of
genetic testing with abortion. It’s very difficult to tell parents, and if you have been
in that situation one might argue that you
shouldn’t tell parents that they shouldn’t
make a decision one way or another. These
are extraordinarily complex issues.” Have
we as a society really learned from the horrors of the eugenics movement?
“I ask myself that a lot,” O’Brien said.
“I’m not sure what we have learned.
Oftentimes, it seems like we repeat our
mistakes. I would like to think that one of
the things we have learned is that we have
to be very cautious of judgments.”
Aldemaro Romero is the Dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences at Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville. His show, “Segue,” can
be heard every Sunday morning at 9 a.m. on
WSIE, 88.7 FM. He can be reached at College_
Arts_Sciences@siue.edu.

kidneys were failing.
“I had to very unexpectedly and
quickly put him to sleep,” she
says. After almost two decades
with her furry companion, she was
heartbroken to say goodbye. Little
did she know this unexpected turn
of events would play into Ben’s
story.
With Bodger gone, his sister and
littermate Opie was the only cat left
in the Yancik household. “He and
his sister had never been apart,”
Yancik says. “They’ve never spent
one night apart.”
Because of this, Yancik did
something she had never done
before: she let Opie sleep upstairs
that first night, instead of putting
her to bed in the basement, as she
usually did with the cats. This
decision turned the tides of Ben’s
story.
At 2 a.m. that morning, as Opie
was prowling the main level of the
house, she got a surprise visitor at
the back deck.
Yancik remembers hearing Opie
meow, and thinking how strange
it was. “Opie came to my door
crying… and that just doesn’t happen… Opie’s a sleep-through-thenight kind of cat.” Yancik got out
of bed and saw what was upsetting
Opie—an animal out on the back
deck, which faced the woods.
“I thought, is it a raccoon? What
is it?” Yancik says. “I flipped on
the light, and it was a big tabby
cat.”
The sight of Ben jogged her
memory. She had seen Foster ’s
posters about a missing cat, and
had known to be on the lookout.
Yancik was immediately sure this
was the tabby in question. She
wanted to lure the cat in and
return it to its owner. But Ben ran
away the minute Yancik tried to
go to him. He was still frightened
and traumatized. “And I thought,
‘How am I going to get you in my
garage?’” Yancik remembers.
The next day she contacted
Foster, and the two talked strategy
to get the cat back.
“I mean to tell you, he came to
exactly the right house,” Yancik
says. “I told Jamie (Foster) I’ll do
anything and everything we can to
help get him home.”
“It’s just a miracle,” Foster says.
“All those places a cat could have
gone, and he went to Alecia’s.”
Foster, of course, contacted Ken
Jones, who was overjoyed at the
news. Right away, he came up
with a strategy for catching Ben
that many cat owners can relate
to: tuna.
So Yancik started setting tuna
out each night, and each morning, the tuna was eaten. At first
she worried it was just raccoons, until she saw cat prints
around the deck one morning.
She became convinced this story
would have a happy ending,
though many practical naysayers
tried to convince her what a long
shot it was.
“I just knew,” she says. “People
were telling me, ‘Oh, you’re not
going to get that cat,’ but I knew.”

She says she never had a moment’s
doubt that this was in fact the cat
they were looking for.
Finally, after 10 days of the tuna
routine, she had a breakthrough.
Ben showed up for his midnight
snack while she was still awake.
“He didn’t run off. He kept his
eyes on me, and I immediately
started talking to him through the
glass of the door,” she says. She
went and got more tuna, and this
time, Ben allowed her to sit on the
deck with him. Soon his longing
for human contact got the better of
him and, as Yancik puts it, “he just
melted.” He crawled into her lap,
purring and licking.
Meanwhile, Ken Jones had just
moved back into his Edwardsville
apartment after his recovery time
in Missouri. He was settling in for
the evening when his phone rang.
A breathless Yancik spoke on the
other end. She said he wouldn’t
believe it, but she was petting his
cat.
Jones jumped in the car and
drove to Yancik’s house. But it
wasn’t going to be so simple.
As soon as Ben saw Jones, he
became upset and scrambled out
of Yancik’s arms.
“I was scared that he hated me
or was traumatized,” Jones says.
“Or that he knew who I was but
didn’t want to be around me anymore.”
Jones and Yancik theorize that
Ben was simply so traumatized
from the crash, so bewildered
after a month on his own, and so
unused to being with his owner,
that he didn’t know how to react.
Ben finally went into a cat carrier
once Jones was out of his eyeline.
Jones took him home, worried that
his pet would no longer be friendly to him.
But all it took was a few minutes
back in the apartment for Ben to
calm down. He prowled the familiar rooms, reacquainted himself
with Jones’ smell, and then started
“purring like crazy,” says Jones.
“That night he slept with me…
laid on my head and on my chest.
That’s how I knew he actually
realized he was back home.”
Having both survived the terrifying crash and the long separation, Ben and Ken Jones have settled back into their old routine—
Jones has gone back to school, and
Ben has gone back to worshipping
Jones and staring suspiciously at
all other humans. Jones laughingly
chalks this up to Ben’s tough life
as a stray, when human friends
were few and far between.
Alecia Yancik is delighted things
turned out so well. She jokingly
calls herself a “cat wrangler” now.
Yancik credits the experience as
part of her grieving process for
Bodger. “It was a great way to
channel my grief, knowing that I
lost my kitty, but Ken’s not going
to lose his.”
Jamie Foster gives credit to
Yancik for giving this story an Aplus ending. “She was really the
hero,” Foster says. “She was so
willing and eager to help.”

